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SIGNING UP!

SPE Aberdeen launched the new session with a lively ‘speed-dating’ event
aimed at encouraging new volunteers to join its committees, share ideas
and help take forward a diverse and dynamic range of Section activities
throughout 2012-13 – page 4.

WESTMINSTER QUESTION TIME
SPE London Young Professionals and their
PESGB peers had an excellent opportunity to
engage and network with senior MPs and oil
and gas leaders at an industry-focused panel
event, jointly organised by both YP groups,
in the atmospheric setting of the Houses of
Parliament – page 8.
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TECHNICAL
MEETINGS
ABERDEEN

LONDON

EDINBURGH

Aberdeen
Mariano Floricich, of Shell, will present ‘4D seismic and reservoir
engineering: best friends or annoying neighbours? – examples from
the North Sea’, to an SPE Aberdeen audience at the Section’s monthly
evening meeting, on 24 October (6.00 for 6.30-8.30pm), at the
Douglas Hotel.
Now more than 15 years in use, 4D time-lapse seismic has become a
frequent tool for reservoir monitoring in the North Sea. The presentation
will focus on the challenges of integrating 4D seismic results and
reservoir models in dynamic simulations. Several examples from the
North Sea will illustrate the benefits of integrating 4D seismic data into
reservoir modelling for infill drilling and efficient reservoir management.
Mariano Floricich is a Reservoir Geophysicist at Shell, in Aberdeen. He
holds a BSc from Simon Bolivar University, Venezuela, and a PhD in
Reservoir Geophysics from Heriot-Watt University. Mariano’s experience
includes working as a Seismic Interpreter and updating reservoir models
for the Venezuelan national oil company, PDVSA. Since joining Shell in
2006, he has focused on Quantitative Seismic Interpretation (seismic
inversion, AVO analysis, 4D seismic) for both greenfield and brownfield
developments in Europe.

London
Low-cost oil recovery solutions and the reservoir engineering challenges
of CO₂ storage are the topics of this month’s SPE London evening
meeting, on 30 October, at the Geological Society, Piccadilly.
Pre-dinner speaker Sacha Sarshar, of Caltec, will present ‘Declining
production: how best to recover the remaining oil’. With global
demand for energy increasing and most oil and gas fields reaching
maturity, new cost-effective solutions are needed to maintain production
and increase total recovery. One of the options is the use of surface jet
pumps. The talk will compare the use of this technology with that of
other solutions, and discuss recent field applications and lessons learned.
Sacha Sarshar is Caltec’s Chief Technology Officer and has more than
40 years’ experience in the oil and gas industry, having worked in the
field as a Reservoir Engineer and Production Engineer, before spending
eight years in the development of subsea production and processing
systems, followed by more than 12 years developing jet pump systems
for both single and multiphase flow applications. He is the inventor and
co-inventor of 14 patents on jet pumps and compact separation systems.
Sacha has won several awards for innovation, including a gold medal
from the Royal Society for innovation and good use of available energy.
Caltec is part of Petrofac Production Solutions and is the world leader
on the application and supply of surface jet pumps in both oil and
gas production enhancement applications. Caltec also has a patented
compact separation system, I-SEP. The company provides complete
solutions for enhancing production using its range of patented products
and production enhancing systems. The company has won several
international and UK awards for innovation.

Following the networking buffet, SPE Distinguished Lecturer Mehran
Pooladi-Darvish, of Fekete Associates Inc, will discuss ‘Geological
Storage of CO₂ – Reservoir Engineering Considerations’.
Reservoir Engineers deal with pressure and compositional effects in
petroleum reservoirs. The same effects are important for geological
storage of CO₂. However, particular challenges could arise as a result
of large volumes and limited reservoir characterisation. These will be
demonstrated through case studies. Examples of In Salah, Marlowe
and Long Coulee pools, where unexpected breakthrough occurred,
will be reviewed. In all cases, the flow paths identified during primary
production of the reservoir were insufficient to determine flow paths
that the displacing CO₂ stream took. Also, the underlying concepts of CO₂
sequestration in the form of solid hydrate, will be presented with some
simulation results.
Mehran Pooladi-Darvish is VP Engineering at Fekete Associates Inc, where
he leads the Reservoir Modelling and Simulation group. He specialises
in the analytical and numerical modelling of hydrocarbon recovery
and reservoir characterisation, and has published more than 50 journal
papers. Between 1997 and 2011, Mehran was Professor of Petroleum
Engineering at the University of Calgary, where he was the recipient of
three teaching awards. His research focused on production of gas from
gas hydrates, CO₂ sequestration in geological formations, cold production
of heavy oil and naturally fractured reservoirs. Mehran worked previously
with RERI, in California, and NIOC in Iran. He received his BSc and MSc
in Iran and graduated with a PhD in Petroleum Engineering from the
University of Alberta.
Before dinner: 5-6.30pm
Dinner: 6.30-7.30pm
After dinner: 7.30-9pm
Booking: www.katemcmillan.co.uk; tel: 07736 070066;
katespe@aol.com
Cost: £34 for SPE/PESGB/EI members, £44 non-members,
£19 unemployed members, £5 students booking by Friday
26 October (£19 after).

Edinburgh
On 13 November, Ian Bell, of Adept Knowledge
Management, will discuss ‘Project Management’,
at Heriot-Watt University, Riccarton, Edinburgh.
Bookings for Aberdeen and Edinburgh meetings:
www.rodgerandco.com; tel: 01224 495051;
spe@rodgerandco.com.
Further information at: www.spe-uk.org.
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SPE Aberdeen promotes the value of volunteering
Volunteering – the fuel that drives the SPE engine – was the theme of SPE Aberdeen’s
session launch event with a difference, on 13 September.
The busy meeting, at the Carmelite Hotel, took the form of a ‘speed-dating’ session, which
enabled new and existing members to visit each of the Section’s Committees in turn, to
find out about their diverse activities and the variety of skills-enhancing volunteering
opportunities they offer.

“I am a ‘people person’
and volunteering for SPE Aberdeen
gives me an excellent opportunity to
work with a diverse range of people of
different cultures and nationalities, to execute
challenging events that create value for the
industry.” Jai Chainani, SPE Aberdeen
YP Committee Chair

Introducing the event, SPE Aberdeen’s new Chairman, Anthony Onukwu, told the audience:
“The SPE is not some distant body making decisions on high – YOU are the SPE and we need
your ideas, energy and skills to help us sustain our activities well into the future. At this event you
will hear about: organising international conferences; educational initiatives in Scottish
schools; supporting younger professionals; promoting gender diversity; ensuring
sound financial practice; delivering outstanding quality media; mentoring and
“Coming from a
developing under- and post-graduate students, and supporting members’ needs.
background where my discipline,
He concluded: “We welcome all levels of support – from occasional ad-hoc
position and the industry that I work in
contributions to full committee membership and board directors.”
are all male dominated, it feels right to be
giving something back to aid the promotion of
Attracting new volunteers into the organisation is one of the Aberdeen
both females and future generations into the
Section’s key goals this session (see Get to Know, p 6-7).
wider public perception of our industry.”
Sarah Brown, Another Perspective
Committee Co-Chair

“Volunteering for SPE
gives me the opportunity to promote
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) subjects among school children and
give them a living example of possible career choices in
the oil and gas industry. Through SPE I am involved in the
rewarding work of our SCG events, where we show pupils
that anyone can choose to be an engineer and create
an exciting career path full of international exchange
and continuous learning.” Nadya Shnuchkyna,
Schools Career Guidance (SCG)
Committee Chair
“I strongly believe
in networking. Because of
“SPE is an organisation
networking I am in the oil industry
that makes an outstanding
today. I would like to give something back
contribution to the oil and gas industry
to the industry, hence my heavy involvement
and I feel proud to be able to network with my
in and commitment to SPE.” Shankar
peers, experts, and the next generation, through its
Bhukya, Student Development
activities. Volunteering, I feel, is a natural thing to do
Committee Chair
for anyone who takes pride in their profession and I
personally feel happy that I can give something
back to an industry which has given me my
career.” David Liddle, Programme
Committee Chair
“I first joined SPE as a

“I volunteer for SPE
Aberdeen because I believe in the power
of networking as a way to launch a professional
career. This year AP is organising two interesting activities:
• The Energy Apprentice: based on the reality TV show
and aimed at students from Aberdeen and Robert Gordon
Universities;
• The second of our soft skills leadership seminars: ‘Unleash the
potential in your career: invest in your future’.
We need volunteers, so please come and join us!”
Maria Trujillo, Another Perspective
Committee Co-Chair
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“I have been a volunteer
with SPE International for some time,
mainly as a Technical Editor for SPE papers. I
have found this work extremely rewarding in terms of
improving my technical and softer skills and in developing a
broad network of like-minded and supportive individuals. Two
years ago I decided to focus my activities closer to home and
volunteered to join SPE Aberdeen’s SCG team. I have found the
local involvement to be, if anything, even more rewarding,
and value the opportunity to keep in regular contact
with my fellow team members.” Alan Johnson,
SCG Committee Member

volunteer when I moved to Aberdeen and
wanted to meet more people and build industry networks.
I soon realised the benefits were far more than I imagined and
that it wasn’t as much work as I thought it would be, as we are helped
by professional event management companies in all our activities. As a
technical professional, I found it the most effective way to learn essential nontechnical skills required for a successful career, such as leadership, networking, and
managing people and budgets. For young professionals it is a great way to boost
your CV and ‘stand out from the crowd’, and for experienced professionals it is an
excellent opportunity to influence our programmes and activities with your
knowledge for the benefit of the industry. Speak to volunteers at any of
our events and they will tell you it’s a great way of ‘feeling the pulse’
of the industry while meeting some interesting people along
the way.” Sankesh Sundareshwar, Membership
Committee Chair

Prestigious energy industry
event returns
Offshore Achievement Awards 2013 are open for entries
Following a successful re-launch last year, SPE Aberdeen
is once again hosting the Offshore Achievement Awards
(OOAs) with the support of main sponsor TAQA Bratani.
The 27th Offshore Achievement Awards are now open to entries from
all UK-registered companies in the oil and gas industry and renewables
sector.
More than 70 entries were received for the 2012 awards, which took
place at Ardoe House Hotel, Aberdeen, in front of around 400 people.
Winners included Expro Group, AMEC and 3sun Group, with Professor
Alex Kemp picking up the Lifetime Achievement award.
Ian Phillips, Director of CO2DeepStore Limited and the SPE board
member responsible for organising the OAAs, says: “The success of relaunching the awards last year demonstrated that the event has a firm place
in the energy sector calendar.
“The Offshore Achievement Awards are the premier forum for celebrating the
very best in the offshore industry, from young professionals and emerging
technologies through to safety advances and overall company performance.
It is vital that we recognise the talent which has been responsible for shaping
the industry that we see today, as well the high performers and pioneers that
will develop the cutting edge solutions and innovations in the future.

Leo Koot, Managing Director of TAQA Bratani, says: “I’m particularly pleased
that we’re supporting the 2013 Offshore Achievement Awards, not only
because they celebrate success throughout the industry, but also because
they recognise innovation. TAQA recognises that it’s going to take innovative
commercial solutions to maximise the potential of the UKCS, so it’s important
that companies with a creative approach to doing business are awarded.”
The OAAs opened for entries on 1 October and will close on 1 December.
The Black Tie awards ceremony will take place on Thursday, 21 March
2013, at the larger venue of the Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference
Centre.
The titles of two categories have changed this year, however the criteria
remain the same. The 2013 categories are:

Export Achievement
Offshore Renewables
Safety Innovations
Emerging Technology
(previously New Idea)
The Innovator

Great Small Company
Great Large Company
Working Together
Young Professional
Significant Contribution
(previously Lifetime Achievement)

Further details of the awards and how to enter are available at
www.spe-oaa.org

“SPE Aberdeen is proud to be hosting the awards again this year, with the
support of main sponsor TAQA Bratani. Planning is already well under way
for an even bigger and better ceremony next March and we are excited to
uncover many more of the offshore industry’s success stories.”

Programme for Professional Development

As well as recognising exceptional business growth, the awards will focus
on particular innovations, safety breakthroughs, collaborative efforts and
individual success.

USING SPECIAL CORE ANALYSIS
IN RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
7 - 9 NOVEMBER 2012

Presented by Jess Stiles, this course is designed for
reservoir engineers and geologist involved in modelling
petroleum reservoirs, and to geoscientists working in the
area of reservoir characterisation. In this unique course the
causes of discrepancies in laboratory results are revealed
and the importance of reservoir wettability, in defining wateroil relative permeability, is explained.

www.imperial.ac.uk/cpd/core

SHORT COURSES
ENGINEERING

IN

PETROLEUM

OCTOBER 2012 - MARCH 2013
Modules from the annual MSc course in Petroleum
Engineering have been made available to practising industry
professionals who might require updating in various subjects.
Over twenty short courses are on offer covering reservoir
characterisation, well performance, reservoir performance
and field development.

www.imperial.ac.uk/cpd/peteng
For further details, please contact:
School of Professional Development, Imperial College London
Tel: +44 (0)20 7594 6881/4 E-mail: cpd@imperial.ac.uk

Ian Phillips (left) is pictured with SPE
Aberdeen Chairman Anthony Onukwu (ITF)
and Leo Koot (right).

ADIL is recruiting a Development
Manager/Deputy GM - London
Since 2006 ADIL has been combining technical
excellence with innovative thinking to provide integrated
field development services to the oil and gas industry.
If you are passionate about making effective business
improvements and would like to work in a friendly and
dynamic company then come and talk to us.

Development Manager/Deputy GM
This is a senior technical role, working with the London
General Manager to expand the company’s business
in London and internationally. Candidates will have
experience in managing the delivery of offshore oil and
gas field developments, either in the pre-sanction phase
or in execution through to first production, and will be
able to coordinate all aspects including subsurface,
drilling, commercial, HSEQ, subsea and topsides
facilities engineering. International experience would
be an advantage.
To apply please email your CV to hr@assetdev.com
For the full list of vacancies and further information,
visit: www.assetdev.com
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SPE PEOPLE

Get to know. . .

our new SPE London and Aberdeen
Section Chairs.
When and why did you join the oil and gas industry and what’s been your
career path to date?
R: I joined the oil and gas industry in 1985 after an MSc in Physics. I was fascinated by the
challenge of discovering hidden oil and gas resources and their extraction using ingenious
techniques, as well as by the global nature of the industry. My career path was guided by my
goal to acquire all-round technical, commercial, management and financial skills, which I
achieved by working in ONGC, Schlumberger, Tristone Capital (now Macquarie Tristone) and
adding PhD and MBA degrees along the way. Then, my deep industry insight combined with a
thorough understanding of capital markets, prompted me to start a management consulting
firm – Gupta Energy Ltd.

A: I have been working in the industry since 2000. I joined because of its dynamic and global
nature. It influences everything we do in our modern society. Also, working within this industry
exposes you to many cultural challenges, and there are huge opportunities to learn and
share knowledge with colleagues from multi-disciplinary backgrounds. I have worked as a
Petroleum Engineer and a Project Engineer in both the UK and West Africa. In these roles, I have
acquired knowledge of reservoir management, production optimisation, well integrity, subsea
production systems, completion design, metallurgy and corrosion. Presently, I work as a Senior
Technology Analyst with ITF, focusing on reservoir, wells, production and subsea technologies.

What does your current role involve? As a young professional, could
you ever have foreseen yourself doing what you do now?
R: My current role involves business development activities, managing client

engagements and oil and gas advisory work in the area of corporate development,
including supporting clients in pre-fundraising preparation, M&A activities and
investment decision-making. I am nearly doing what I aimed for as a young professional,
but the path I traversed was unanticipated.

A: My role involves taking ownership and control of the ITF process, which facilitates the
development and deployment of innovative technologies in the oil and gas industry. I
have always wanted to be involved in the development of new oil and gas technologies
that will make a significant contribution to the advancement of the industry I am very
passionate about. That is why I made this journey into my current role. I have seen my
career evolve and am still hungry for further development and new challenges.

Arkwright Scholar’s excellent
academic achievement
SPE London Board was delighted to receive the following report from
Strathallan School former pupil Conor McCarthy, whom the Section
has sponsored through the Arkwright Scholarships Trust, since 2010:
“I would like to thank you again for the sponsorship and the support over the
past two years. It has really helped with my studies and it has all finally paid
off. I will be entering First Year at Strathclyde University in a few short weeks,
to study Mechanical Engineering, after achieving A*AA in my Final exams (an
A* in Design & Technology and an A in Maths and Physics). I am extremely
excited to start university and have set my targets even higher than ever, and
I hope to come out with a very strong degree.”
The Arkwright Scholarships Trust is a registered charity, established in
1991 by Design & Technology (D&T) teachers keen to promote careers in
engineering among Year 11 pupils. The Trust believes that young people,
including those from disadvantaged backgrounds, who are particularly
able, should receive the support and encouragement they need to reach
06

Have you had any mentors during your career?
R: I didn’t have any specific mentor. However, I am thankful to many

people who commended my capabilities and supported me at various
phases of my career journey.

A: I have never had an official mentor, but I am informally mentored
by some incredible and wonderful people in the industry. I have been
encouraged by these people and they are instrumental to where I am
in my career. I am involved in mentoring younger professionals and
students, and I am enjoying it!

When and why did you join SPE? Has it lived up to
your expectations?
R: I joined SPE about 15 years ago when it became more relevant
to the work I was doing. SPE has played a significant role in
my learning and professional development since then and has
definitely lived up to my expectations.

A: I became part of the SPE family in 2002. I joined because it is
a worldwide professional society that offers quick access to the
oil and gas industry, career advancement and networking on a
global scale. Yes, the benefits of being part of SPE have been
significant and helped me in my journey through the industry.
The connections and knowledge I have made and acquired are
widespread, and have helped my career to prosper.

their full potential. The Trust
invites high-ability 15/16-yearold D&T students who are
planning to study maths and
physics and have an interest
in engineering, to apply for an
Arkwright Scholarship as they
start their ‘A’ Level/Scottish
Highers courses.
In the wake of Conor’s
academic success, SPE London
Board is sponsoring another
Conor receiving his Arkwright Scholarship,
Arkwright Scholar through
an award of £1800, in 2010.
2012-14. Richard Prior, Eltham
College, South London, is continuing his studies of Maths, Chemistry,
Physics and Biology to AS level, after being awarded 11 GCSEs at A*, as
well as an A in an OCR FSMQ Additional Maths qualification. Richard will
receive a scholarship of £2000.
www.arkwright.org.uk

Renu Gupta

Anthony Onukwu

SPE London Chair

SPE Aberdeen Chair

What can members expect from you as Section Chair?
R: Members can expect continuation of learning and networking opportunities through

high quality one-day seminars and dinner meetings; a two-day annual conference
designed to capitalise on the unique location of London and provide knowledge-sharing
and networking opportunities with the wider oil and gas community of the City, and
enhanced support and funding to Section-affiliated Student Chapters for preparing the next
generation of petroleum professionals. I also intend to develop and enrich our relationship
with other SPE sections and industry associations, and identify areas of mutual benefit and
cooperation.

A: First, I want to thank our outgoing Chair, Masud Javaid, for the great work he has done.
I hope to augment what he has achieved and ensure that the Aberdeen Section continues to
provide for its members’ needs. During my tenure we want to focus on the following:
• Find innovative ways of communicating and interacting with our members. We want
to promote the value of volunteering and find new volunteers to help with our long-term 		
sustainability plan for the Section
• Continue to raise public awareness of SPE and the industry. We want to encourage and
support new collaborations with other industry associations
• Ensure, with the help of our Schools Career Guidance Committee, that we continue to
provide significant support to local schools in order to promote the energy industry as a 		
potential career path for pupils
• Through our Student Development Committee, ensure that we maintain excellent links
with local Universities, thereby developing the future of our industry
• Continue to increase the number of members and also retain existing members by
engaging them in our programmes and activities. We want to encourage more 		
professionals in the industry to join SPE and to communicate with oil and gas employers 		
about how best we can support the SPE members within their organisations.

How do you choose to switch off from work?
R: Swimming, hiking, music, friends and family, all play their part in turn.
A: I hardly switch off…but when I do, I like to relax with my family. I also

occasionally play football and badminton with friends. I enjoy reading
books of all kinds and surf the web for information (sometimes I don’t
know what I am looking for!). I love football, so I also enjoy watching a lot
of games on television.

Which three words do you think best describe you?
R: Visionary, implementer, value-creator
A: Passionate, conscientious, adventurous.

Any life-changing moments you’d like to share?
R: I was on a high-altitude trek in the Himalayas. While climbing a steep slope,

a few steps up in the wrong direction compelled me and one of my team mates
to step backwards on that barren slope. While retreating, I looked down for a
moment and there was this beautiful semi-frozen lake. It flashed into my mind –
one wrong move and that could be my final resting place; not a bad one, though.
This incident became an auto-trigger, reminding me to maintain focus and
balance in the face of adversity.

A: Leaving my birth country, Nigeria, to come to the UK to further my education.
It was a decision that I took when I did not know what to do next following my
studies. But life has been wonderful since I made that decision.

Who (from history or the world today) inspires you most and why?
R: I admire many exemplary figures of our time, but Nelson Mandela stands out as a

living testament to the survival of the human spirit, physical body and positivity against
all forms of protracted torment.

A: John F Kennedy. He saw no barrier to success; he believed in the impossible. This quote
sums up why he inspires me: “Once you say you’re going to settle for second, that’s what
happens to you in life.” When something does not go according to plan, do not settle for
sub-par results. If you allow setbacks to derail you from what you are trying to accomplish,
you will find it impossible to achieve any goal.
What would you like to be doing in 10 years’ time?
R: That’s a tough one and I don’t know the answer.
A: I would like to be in a well-paid and challenging job with long-term

career progression.

A big thank you from TechFest-SetPoint
SPE Aberdeen’s long-standing support of TechFest in September and other related
educational events has been recognised by organiser, TechFest-SetPoint, following this
year’s extra-special schools programme, held as part of the British Science Festival, at
the University of Aberdeen.
TechFest-SetPoint is a charitable organisation which aims to inspire young people about Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). Its Managing Director, Sarah Chew, told Section
Board members:
“Thank you for your support for TechFest at this year’s British Science Festival. We are so very grateful to the SPE
for their support, both financial and in-kind through your many volunteers. I hope you enjoyed the Festival
and I look forward to the opportunity to work with you again. Outwith the Festival each year your members
participate and bring the ‘x factor’ to Maths in the Pipeline, STEM in the Pipeline and, this year, Big Bang as
well. Their participation and support is always wonderful and it is pleasure for us to work with you all.”
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London YPs engage with senior
politicians over key industry issues

YP FOCUS

A special panel discussion was organised by the Young Professionals of SPE London and
the Petroleum Exploration Society of Great Britain (PESGB) on 3 September.
‘Our Energy Future: is proactive support of the UK oil and gas
industry essential for our future energy security?’ was designed to
engage with senior politicians on issues concerning the future of the
UK oil and gas industry.
Following networking over drinks on the House of Commons terrace,
overlooking the river Thames, SPE and PESGB members listened to
four panellists present their views. The 120-strong audience then had
the opportunity to ask questions.

industry were discussed by Tom Greatex MP (Shadow Energy Minister)
and Tim Yeo MP (Chair, Energy and Climate Change Committee).
Oonagh Werngren MBE (Business Manager, GDF Suez) and David
Odling (Assistant Director Policy, Oil and Gas UK) then presented their
views on behalf of the industry.
The successful evening rounded off with an opportunity for panellists
and members to interact once again over drinks and canapés on the
House of Commons terrace.

The political implications of proactive support of the UK oil and gas

Photographs: Josh Spencer Photography www.joshspencerphotography.co.uk

Great enthusiasm and a record-breaking turnout
marked the launch of the 2012-13 session for YPs in
Aberdeen.
August 29 was a sunny summer day, perfect for SPE Aberdeen’s Annual BBQ event,
organised and hosted by the Section’s YPs, at Revolution Bar, Belmont Street.
More than 70 young professionals from Aberdeen, Dundee and Edinburgh joined
senior members for a highly-successful social evening and lots of great food!
New YP Chair Jai Chainani says: “The event was a wonderful opportunity to spend time
with new and familiar faces from the vibrant SPE membership. Our YP Committee has
planned a very busy schedule of events for this year and, judging by the enthusiasm
demonstrated at the BBQ, I am positive that we will be successful in executing these
events and adding value to our YP community.”
If you would like to volunteer/get involved in forthcoming SPE Aberdeen YP
events, please contact Jai at: jai.chainani@chevron.com
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Jai (far right) with some members of this year’s
YP Committee

Continuing Education

Introduction to E&P
22 November 2012
Programme
09:15 Registration
09:30 Piers Johnson, OPC: Introduction
09:40 Michael Ala, Imperial College: Global Context
10:20 James Cheeseman, Tullow Oil: Geology
11:10 Break
11:25 Rob Leveridge, Schlumberger: Logging and Petrophysics
11:55 Jim Ayton, OPC: Reservoir Engineering
12:35 Lunch
13:20 Lance Robinson, PetroCeltic: Drilling and Completions
14:10 Geof Boyd, Antium: Facilities and Production
14:40 Break
15:40 Emily Spearman, DONG: Environment
16:15 David Fishman, Fugro: Economics
16:50 Wrap up, Feedback and Drinks

LONDON

Venue: Geological Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W1J 0BG
Price: £245 (inc VAT) – SPE Members;
£285 (inc VAT) – Non Members
15% discount offered for parties of 5 or more.
To buy tickets, please go to: www.katemcmillan.co.uk

Introduction to E&P
This seminar is aimed at people working in an E&P
environment, who are new to the industry and/or would
benefit from a basic understanding of exploration and
production processes and the key elements that make up
oil and gas projects.
Attendees will see a series of presentations by industry and
academic specialists covering the subsurface petroleum
geoscience and engineering disciplines. Presentations
will be at a basic level and attendees will develop a good
overall view across all key upstream disciplines.
SPE members are encouraged to invite support staff
from their organisations as a means of raising their
general awareness of the industry. The seminar is suitable
for people in, for example, technical, financial, human
resources and administration functions.

Kindly sponsored by
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Continuing Education

ABERDEEN
Innovation, successes and lessons learned in the application of
completion and well intervention tools and techniques, will be
high on the agenda of this year’s conference, which seeks to
demonstrate the ever-increasing value of the specialist sector
to the North Sea oil and gas industry.

Callum Munro (BP), who is chairing the event for the third consecutive year, promises delegates yet another diverse selection of
in-field case histories, including breakthrough technology applications, across all the well intervention disciplines.
The conference will be launched by keynote speaker Mike Dyson, Global Director of Well Engineering, BG Group, and will also
feature a presentation by BP’s Steve Bedford on the new well integrity guidelines issued by Oil and Gas UK.
The accompanying exhibition will give delegates the opportunity to view and discuss first-hand a wide spectrum of exciting
new technologies and services available to operators seeking to safely maximise value from their maturing assets.
Now in its 18th year, the event is well-established as Europe’s premier well intervention forum, and will be of particular interest
to professionals in the Wells, Production, Petroleum, Well Integrity and Subsea Engineering disciplines.
A pre-conference short course – ‘Well intervention and artificial lift’, led by Cameron Laing, of Laing Engineering and Training Services, sets the
scene, on 13 November.
Programme and details: www.spe-uk.org

Early Bird discount!
Book your delegate place online before 17 October: www.rodgerandco.com
Bookings and enquiries – see details below

‘Dragons’ Den’ schools competition to be launched at SPE-ICoTA event
SPE Aberdeen’s Schools Careers Guidance (SCG) Committee and its equivalent in ICoTA, have developed an exciting new
competition for schools as part of the upcoming event.
Tailored to fit with the Curriculum for Excellence, the new project focuses on improving oil recovery and aims to build long-lasting links between
industry and schools, to inspire the next generation of oil and gas professionals to develop the required skills to work in the oil and gas industry.
Ross Lowdon, from the SPE Aberdeen SCG Committee, explains: “We have four schools signed up for a Dragons’ Den-style presentation at this year’s
SPE-ICoTA Well Intervention Conference, which will be used as a template going forward. The winning school will receive an iPad for each participant and a selfbuild 3D printer for the school, and competition for places has been fierce! We are looking forward to some innovative and intelligent ideas from these young
and creative minds.”

SPE Aberdeen Another Perspective Seminar
‘Unleash the potential in your career – invest in your future’
Wednesday 6 March 2013
Beach Ballroom, Aberdeen
Opportunities for sponsorship and exhibition – see contact
details below

SPE Aberdeen 4th European Well
Abandonment Seminar
18 April 2013, Aberdeen
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS – Deadline: 30 November 2012
Abstracts for presentations are invited for this established industry forum
on topics relating to the eventual abandonment of wells, such as:
• Current best practices, equipment, techniques, and guidelines
for well suspension and abandonment
• Assessment and assurance of barrier integrity and pressure
containment
• Planning for abandonment
• Cross-location learning
• Future well suspension and abandonment
• Management focus.
Any review of specific commercial products or services should be
based on an actual application/case study with a client.
ABSTRACT FORMAT: maximum 200 words, text only
UPLOAD YOUR ABSTRACT: www.rodgerandco.com
Or email to: jane.rodger@rodgerandco.com
For all SPE Aberdeen events, contact: Rodger and Co,
SPE Aberdeen Event Managers
spe@rodgerandco.com; tel: 01224 495051
Details: www.spe-uk.org
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Uniting to Unlock the Unconventional Prize
27 & 28 November 2012
AECC, Aberdeen Scotland

An industry led event
bringing global
companies and
governments together to tackle
the growing opportunities
and challenges around global
unconventional gas plays.
David Chenier
President UK,
ConocoPhillips

Mark Lappin
Europe General Manager,
Dart Energy

After dinner speaker
Sir Richard Needham
Director of Dyson

Tony Carruthers
Director, Cuadrilla
Resources Ltd

New keynote speakers announced:
Jonathan Lewis, VP of Halliburton and John McGoldrick, CEO of Dart Energy
Partners:

REGISTER NOW! To sponsor, exhibit or register visit:
www.unconventionalgasaberdeen.com

*
NEXT EVENT

		
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
LONDON

•
		
		
		
		

30 October (5-9pm) (Before dinner): ‘Declining production:
how best to recover the remaining oil’, Sacha Sarshar (Caltec);
(After dinner): ‘Geological Storage of CO₂ - Reservoir 		
Engineering Considerations’, SPE Distinguished Lecturer 		
Mehran Pooladi-Darvish (Fekete Associates Inc)

		 VENUE: Geological Society, Piccadilly, London
		 VENUE: Earls Court 2, London

• 24 October: ‘4D seismic and reservoir engineering: best 		
		 friends or annoying neighbours? – examples from the
		 North Sea’, Mariano Floricich (Shell)

*

NEXT EVENT

*

NEXT EVENT

NEXT EVENT

• 20-22 November: PETEX 2012

*

*

NEXT EVENT * NEXT EVENT * NEXT

• 22 November: Introduction to E&P Seminar
		 VENUE: Geological Society, Piccadilly, London
		
		
		
		

For details of all SPE London events, visit:
www.katemcmillan.co.uk and www.spe-uk.org ‘London
Events’. If you would like to sponsor an SPE London event,
please email Mo_Mansoori@nexeninc.com

ABERDEEN

		 VENUE: 6.30pm Douglas Hotel, Market Street, Aberdeen
• 17 October: The Energy Apprentice
		 VENUE: 1400-1800 Butchart Centre, University Road, University
		 of Aberdeen
• 14-15 November: SPE ICoTA 18th European Well 		
		 Intervention Conference
		 VENUE: Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre
• 27-28 November: Unconventional Gas Aberdeen 2012
		 VENUE: Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre
		 www.unconventionalgasaberdeen.com
EDINBURGH

• 13 November: ‘Project Management’, Ian Bell (Adept 		
		 Knowledge Management)
		 VENUE: Heriot-Watt University, Riccarton, Edinburgh.
		 For details of all SPE Aberdeen and Edinburgh events,
		 please visit: www.spe-uk.org ‘Aberdeen Events’ or contact
		 Rodger and Co (see p10)

SPE CONSULTANTS LISTING
Peter Aird – MSc, CEng – deepwater/HPHT drilling supervision, well engineering,
training/ coaching consultant • email: kingdom_drilling@msn.com
• www.kingdomdrilling.co.uk
David Aron – Development studies, negotiations, evaluations, expert witness
• tel: 020 8347 3498 • fax: 020 8347 3499 • email: davidaron@pdc.uk.com
• Petroleum Development Consultants Ltd, Stanhope House, 4 – 8 Highgate High Street,
London N6 5JL • www.pdc.uk.com
Alasdair Campbell – Completion design and technology specialist, well design studies,
project management services • tel: 01358 720703 • mob: 07981 381294
• email: ali@wellwizards.com • www.wellwizards.com • Unit 10, Balmacassie Commercial
Centre, Ellon, Aberdeenshire, AB41 8QR
Maurice Cotterill – CEng, FIMMM – exHPHT expertise, well design, advanced casing/
tubing analysis, studies/reviews • email: maurice.cotterill@sede.co.uk
Equad Ltd – petroleum economics, financial modelling, cost estimating and business
planning • tel: +44 (0)7963 441076 • email: peter.wright@equad.com
Rick Hoskins – Cementing expert & expert witness (Macondo), solutions that prevent
gas flow after cementing • tel: 01330 860772 • mob: 07885 436671
• email: cementing@aol.com • Cementing Specialists Ltd, Craigshannoch Lodge, Midmar,
Aberdeenshire AB51 7LX
Steinar S Johansen – Expert reservoir engineer and petroleum economist • reservoir
studies and simulation, datarooms, reserves assessment, field development, petroleum
economics • tel: +47 97464427 • email: schjohan@online.no
Kwabena Kwakwa – BSc, MPhil – 30yrs+ experienced applied geomechanics specialist
• wellbore stability, sand production, depletion effects, fracturing design, etc
• tel: +44 (0)1932 560484 • mob: +44 (0)7989 383084 • email: kkwakwa@energy-tech.co.uk
Merlin Extended Reach Drilling – Feasibility/design/training, equipment specification,
risk & cost reduction; wellbore stability solutions; Spitfire flypasts!
• tel: 01738 627922 • email: iain.hutchison@MerlinERD.com • www.MerlinERD.com
Oleum Khaos Ltd – First quartile petrophysics, 30+ years experience • field studies, well
planning, peer assist/review, project management • tel: +44 (0)7852 554496
• email: info@oleumkhaos.com • www.oleumkhaos.com
Henry Smith – CEng – 25yrs experience. Cased hole log analysis and training, well test
analysis, well design and production optimisation • tel: +44 (0)7946 547059
• email: hsmith@hks-tech.com • www.hks-tech.com
Petrophase Ltd – Reservoir fluid studies, sampling/PVT programmes, PVT modelling,
data QC, compositional gradients, contaminants, allocation, training
• tel: +44 (0)7771 881182 • email: info@petrophase.com
• www.petrophase.com • Brian Moffatt, 34 Oaklands Drive, Reading, Berks, RG41 2SB
Fabrice Toussaint – Petroleum & reservoir engineering solutions, well test analysis DFIT
PITA DST CCT, WBS & rate deconvolution • tel: +44 (0)7861 770897
• email: contact@dinovapetroleum.com • www.dinovapetroleum.com • Dinova
Petroleum Ltd, 74 Lambton Road, London, SW20 0LP
Haoran Zhang – BSc, MPhil, PhD – Over 28 years’ experience: prospect evaluation, M&A,
field development planning, reservoir engineering, simulation, reserves, peer reviews
• tel: +44(0)7827 089527 • email: haoran@petengplus.com or info@petengplus.com
• www.petengplus.com • PetEng Plus Limited, 28 Evergreen Way, Wokingham, Berkshire
RG41 4BX
To appear in this listing, please write to Allan Montgomery at M&M Media,
24 Cairnaquheen Gardens, Aberdeen, AB15 5HJ, with: your contact details • up to
TEN words describing your services • advance payment by cheque for £10 inc VAT x
the number of months you are booking a listing (cheque payable to M&M Media).

PAUL’S PEDALLING ADVENTURE

Paul Adair (back row, fifth from
right) once again joined his former
BP colleagues, including fellow SPE
Aberdeen members, in the now
legendary Coast to Coast Cycle
Challenge, which this year took the
riders from Largs to Aberdeen.
A team of 45 cyclists took part in the three-day,
230-mile challenge, in May, raising the grand
total of £123,000 (including BP matched funding
and Gift Aid).
The funds will be shared between three charities
– MND Scotland, Spinal Injuries Scotland and
Aberdeen Vasculitis.
Taking into account previous rides over the past
three years, the Coast to Coast Cycle Challenge
has to date raised a magnificent £439,000!
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1st prize
2nd prize
3rd Prize

£300 plus publicity to mark your achievement in SPE Review
and other media
£60 Amazon voucher
£40 Amazon voucher

When:

1400-1800 hours Wednesday 17th October 2012

Where:

Butchart Centre, University Road, University of Aberdeen

For:

Undergraduate or Postgraduate students at the
University of Aberdeen and the Robert Gordon University

This is a unique opportunity to compete against
your peers for the prestigious title of ‘The Energy
Apprentice’ and kick-start your career in the oil and
gas industry.
You will have to answer technical questions about the
oil and gas industry, work as part of a team in a game
to maximise the value of an investment, interpret and
absorb scenarios then respond to questioning from a
panel of top industry executives and demonstrate your
presentation skills and debating powers in a series of
elimination rounds.

FREE

TO ENTER

Challenge format
Round 1:

Quick-fire quiz

Round 2:

Energy investment challenge

Round 3:

Speed dating

Round 4:

Ring of fire

Round 5:

Grand finale

Free to enter. Refreshments provided.

The Energy Apprentice Challenge will give you the
opportunity to experience situations and questions
similar to those you’ll encounter in real-life
graduate assessment.

Register to take part by 4th October 2012
Register
to take
part by
11thpratikprabhu021@gmail.com
October 2012
Robert
Gordon
University
- email
Robert Gordon
University- email
- emailNurkenay@live.com
pratikprabhu021@gmail.com
University
of Aberdeen
University of Aberdeen - email Nurkenay@live.com

Organised by Society of Petroleum Engineers Aberdeen
Section:
Young
Professionals
and Another
Perspective
Organised
by Society
of Petroleum
Engineers
Aberdeen
Committees
with
Student SPEand
Chapters
Section: Young
Professionals
Another Perspective
www.spe-uk.org
Committees with Student SPE Chapters
www.spe-uk.org
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SPE Aberdeen announces a new challenge for students

